Spring 2013 Small Groups

Attendance and participation at small groups earns chapel credit!
Students are required to arrive on time and stay for the whole small group.

**Radicals**
Nate Perez
Tuesday 5:30pm, Boon 406
Join us this semester as we discover why Jesus calls us to live a life of faith that is much different than what we are accustomed to seeing and doing. You were meant to live for so much more... take the leap of faith and be radical.

**The Fire**
DeAndra Ralston
Friday 10:30pm, The Hub
To create a warm environment that the Nyack Student body can attend to receive the word of God as well as express their thoughts, struggles and issues that they face on a daily basis.

**Sowing Seeds of Simplicity**
Royesha Johnson
Tuesday 9:00, Boon 401
A small group in which peers will be able to be ministered to through the analyzing of children's books through a Christian/peer-relatable perspective.

**Lion's Heart**
Edwin Soto
Tuesday 9:15pm, Pardington 102
A time of intimate, free worship, reciting of scripture and encouragement to those who come. We will spend time acknowledging the God we serve and provide those who are challenged with the many issues of life with an opportunity for God to minister words of healing, strength and encouragement.

**Athletes in Action**
Michelle Makala
Sunday 9:00pm, Simpson 200A
The goal of AIA is to help build inter-sport community among athletes and to connect relationally with God. We also explore how to use our talents to glorify God.

**Girl Talk**
Shinada Wynter
Thursday 9:15, The Hub
Girl Talk is a safe place where girls can talk about real issues affecting us. Issues like: modesty, gossip, sex, gender-roles, etc. are discussed to bring us closer to God and to each other in sisterhood.

**The Chosen**
Eric Thompson
Tuesday 9:15, Boon 408
This is a group to feed the word of God to his sheep, and to create community talents to glorify God.

Small Groups begin the week of February 11th.
For more information or to get involved, contact:
Rohan Thompson - rajthompson@yahoo.com